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1. Earlier11 •2/ we have described the simplest supereravity 
group. It is the complex supergroup of general coordinate trans
formatiot?s in the left-handed { (:x ~ J e.;:) 1 and right-handed 
{Cx'; 1 91)J4+2-dimension~l conjugated chiral superspaces (SS below): 

'"" ..... Left ss , "" "" El_eht s~ 
::tL :: xL + 1\""(xL,eL) x"':: x fl.+). rx~~.,eA.) 

e'r - e.r + ,.,rrx lJ) (J'.f = e.r + ~.t<(xll B~t) <1 • 1> 
L - L 11 L, f7L A fl. I 

Here.):~ =(x;:)~ e~=(e{)_!"~nd ~"'(X,~.1 8t.),J.f(z.L,e.L) and 
their conjugates j..""(Xp.

1 
e~t), /\.I'( X A, 8p_ J are arbitrary infinite

simal chiral superfunctions-parameters. 
The complex 4+2-dimensional SS can be regarded as an 8+4-di

mensional ss ~' (x:',x;'} e{l e{H!~th complex structure. Into this 
sc a real physical ss {(.X"; e;; er)} is imbedded as a 4+4-dimen
s i. onal supersurface given by four equations 

""' """' - 1 · -t./""'( 1. c "" "" ) C>" -e -v ) c > XL- X R - L If' 2 :XL+ X R ' "V t- J fl - 1.2 
Ilere ]<..._ is an a r l:J i trary real superfunction. The coordinates of 
the physical SS are 

""1("" "") e.r-e.r r..;._-e.r :X :::- 2 .XL +X A ' - L ) CJ - R ( 1 • 3) 

Under the transformations (1.1) the coordinates (1.3) as well as 
the superfunction d(~ change (because the supersurface equations 

( 1. 2) must be covariant): .J 
xi"':::- x-+ fll"'[ x"' + r· )(..,rxA e)) 8v] + ~ ~ -''"[:x..,- t J('t:x; e, 9), ev ( 1.4a) 
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e'JA == er+/IY.[x'Vl+i UV\fx, 9, eJJ ev] 

e'f = ef +~}< [x""- L 11-VI{:X:, B, e) , evj 
11'""(x',e',e') =tt""'t:x:,e,e) -± ~""'[x~+td-f'lll(x, e,e\ ev] + 

+~~WI [x...,- [ J1_'VI(:X, e,e), B .YJ . 

(1.4b) 

(1.4c) 

( 1. 4d) 

Thus the supergravity group is realized nonlinearly in the 
SS {(X"", 9)11 (Jf.) 1 ill1!i on the (axial) superfield 1("(xJt,OJ. In 

supergravity the parameters /l are reetric-the case of Einstein _ 
ted by the condition of supervolume preservation in the left- and 
right-handed SS: 

I() """ 2_ r"j r{ ) - o-~ 1\ {Xt- t GJ'-) -0el" II XI-, 8'- -
· uxt- L 

o - ""( - ) '0 1 f(x e- ) - 0 - ,1 Xp_ ep., -,-e.J'. II P., fl., - , 
(1.5) 

?J:x R ' u R 
As shown in Ref./ 2/, after a partial gauge-fixing (in order 

to avoid the nonpolynomiality of the law (1.4)) the gravitational 
euperfield (SF below) 'J{'"'(x, &, G) contains the physical fields of 
gravi ton -e"'"""(:x) (the vierbein field) and gravi tine LfJ (1. ....._(X) (the 

Rari ta-Schwinger field), and the auxiliary fields $rxJ, Pr:r:), A f:r). 
The transformations (1.4), (1.5) in terms of these fields reduce 
to general tranefonnatione of the coordinates X"', to local Lo
rentz tranefonnatione, and to local eupereymmetry ones. So, the 
supergroup (1.4), (1.5) describes the whole gauge freedom inhe
rent to Einstein eupergravi ty, and the SF 1-f..., contains in a minimal 
way all the necessary gauge fields. 

Now we have to build up a dynamical theory on this minimal 
ground, i.e., to write down covariant equations of motion, invariant 
action, and countertenne in terms of our single dynamical vari
able 1f'": For this purpose the differential-geometry formalism is 
convenient*>. 

In our approach the concepts and objects of this fonnaliam 
(world and local Lorentz groupe, eupervierbeins, connections, etc.) 
are more specific than in the approaches of Akulov, Volkov and 
Soroka/)/, 'Ness and Zumin/4 •5/, Brink, Gell-Mann, Ramond and 
Schwarz/6/, Bedding, Downes-Martin and Taylor/7/, etc. Our world 

supergroup (1.4), (1.5) is simpler than the supergroup of general 
coordinate transformations in the physical SS considered in Refs. 
/3-7/. Further, in Refe./3-7/ the local Lorentz group (acting on 

*) Not~ce that Siegel and Gates/B/ develop a formalism of the 
same kind. However, they use both vector and epinor SF. 
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the SF i ndices) i s i ndependent of the world supergroup, whereas 
i n our case j t is completely induced by the world one. Finally, 
we shall express all the supervierueins (which are i ndependent va
ria oles in Hefs/3-'l I) and connections i n terms of the s i ngle SF' 

-;;e""rxA e) . 
The contents of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 some brief 

informat i on about different i al geometry in ::; ::; is given. In Sect. 3 
the general and chiral scalar SF are def i ned, and their derivat i ves 
are wri tten down in left, right, and symmetric coordinate uaseo. 
The analysis of the transformation properties of the spinor-coor
dinate derivatives carried out in Sect. 4 leads to a natural de
finit~on of the local Lorentz group for SF with external ind i ces 
a"'d of the covari ant derivatives of scalar :Ho'. ln Sect. 5 connec
tions are introduced,and the vector covariant derivative ~s define-'! 
as the anticommutator of the epinor ones. In Sect, 6 the supervi.er
beins are extracted out o!' the expressions for the covariant deri
vatives of the scalar SF. 'rhe express i ons obtained contain, besides 
1£'1V\, some additional quantities. In order to find the latter, in 
Sect. 7 left and right eupervierbeine (connected with the covari
ant deri vn ti vee of the chiral scalar !:iF) are introduced. lith their 
help in Sect. 8 the derivation of the eupervierbcins and connec
tions in terms of J--em i s completed. In Sect. 9 the s i mplest Lag
rangian for pure supergravity is discussed. A summary of the main 
results of the paper is given in Sect. 10. Section 11 contains 

concluding remarks. 

2. Basic concepts of differential geometry, The points of 

the world SS can be denoted by l M •• 

-z M = c :xW\, e.t: e.f) c2.n 
Consider some (world) supergroup acting in this SS 

2:'(V1-= z'(V1 ( 'l"') • (2.2) 

In Refs./3-7/ it is the supergroup of general coordinate trans
formations, whereas in our case it is the supergroup (1.4), (1.5). 
Define scalar SF as a superfunction Gp(~)transforming according to 

cp'{t:' l c= cprc-) . 
Then 

(O""cp)'= rocp'(e' ) 
'()]:'M -

(2.)) 

COt.N 
rol:'M rorv cp rz) 

(2.4) 
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generalizing, one can define co- and contravariant world tensor 
SF', e.g. 

(1) I 1 '0 }:N m (2-) • 
TM (?:) ::- <"02'M -,..-N J 

cp'M (r') = cplv' 'd?:'M 
00'};-N 

Two such objects can be contracted invariantly 

cpM 'fM = cp""'lfl ...... +Cff'lflr+c{Jj< rJ-. . . 
(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Note that the transformations (2.5) mix the world vector in
dices ('Wl) of the SF with the spinor ones (./' .j), In flat super
symmetry the external SF indices transform under the Lorentz group 
which does not mix them. In nonflat SS this can be achieved by 
introducing a new kind of SF indices and a local Lorentz group 
acting (infinitesimally) on them as follows 

cpA (c)= (1 t-1 _rt~t:)/\cd)A Bcpa {ib) =cpA (2:) +LA 8o/Je,(2-). (2.7) 

Here Qcd{"t) are antisymmetric tensor superfunctions-parameters, 
and (A eel. )A B are the Lorentz group generators. The new indices will 
be called Lorentz indices (to be distinguished from the world ones 
(2.5)). 

Let us stress that owing to the block-diagonal structure of 
the Lorentz generators in Eq.(2.7) the vector (a) and spinor ( o(, 

d..) indices are not mixed. Nevertheless, for convenience we shall 
us~ally denote the whole set ( Cl.. 1 ol 1 d ) by a single letter A: 

cpA = ( ;~) (2.8) 

The indices A are 
raised and(l;~~red by ~he)matrix 

CfA = '1_ABcpe,) "1_AB: £.._!' 

0 t·. .,{(> 

~11-B 

We shall deal, as a rule, with the invariant contraction 

(2.9) 

cpA lfA. =cpq "fo.. +- cpcJ..'f:._ + Cf!ix lf/01. (2.10) 

although Cf"'\fq_, cp~lf;. and cp.._ lf"' are, of course, invariant sepa
rately too. 

In Refs,/3- 7/ the local (in SS) Lorentz group is regarded as 
an independent one, i.e., its parameters Qcd.(2:)(2.7) are not sup
posed to be connected to the world parameters (2,2). Correspon
dingly, the SF's cpA (c) behave as scalars 'under the world super
group transformations (2,2): 
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cp~ (i) =cpA ('t) · (2.11) 

We shall see later on that in our case, on the contrary, the local 
(in SS) Lorentz-group-transformations will be induced by the 
world <mes. 

The simplicity of the tensor analysis for the Lorentz group 
is the main advantage when dealing with Lorentz-type objects. To 
be able to turn world indices into Lorentz ones, new objects -
supervierbeins f: (?:) , E MA ("2:) are introduced: 

cpA (1=)= EAM(t-) q:;M ('?=); cpA[?:)=- E~ (t:) cpM (t:) ' (2.12) 

EMA {?:)being the inverse matrix offAM: 

E/' EM 13 =- o/) E,./ E/1 = sr: . <2.13> 
Comparing Eq,(2.5) with Eq.(2,7) one finds the transformation laws 

I M 1 8 8) N '0 '2: 1 M 
fA (7::) = (oA +LA Ea tn ro '2 N <2• 14> 

E~A (t-') = ::7::~: EN
13

(1=) (6/ -L:). 
We would like to point out an interesting fact. Ow-ing to the 

block-diagonal structure of the generators {AcJ)A8there exist, 
besides EM A fAN{= FfVI N) , three more world tensors 

( n l) N- E <\ E N ( n z) Ill - c ~~~. E w r n ;) N - E . E dl w 
M - M ~ > M - CfV1 t1. J M - fVI o~ • 

They form a complete set of orthogonal projection operators (see 
Eq,(2,13)): 

(
• t 3)N EAEN >N n t n t n M = {VI A = 0 {VI 

c n 1) M N ( n 1 ) / = EM"' E CA. (If E ~~~ e, E g P = E,.., a.. E/ = { n 1 
) : 

(n 1
)Mf'l (n 2 )wp = E,..,"" Eo-"' E: Eo( p = 0? etc. 

One can say that they decompose the space of world indices M 
into three independent sectors reflecting, in fact, the vector and 
spinor sectors in the space of Lorentz indices A. 

The Lorentz-covariant derivative of a scalar SF is defined 
with the help of £AM: 

0A cp (t) ==- E/11
(?) raM cp (?:) • (2.15) 

This definition can be extended to include SF with external indi
ces 

0A cpe, = fAM ~M cpB + WA B c cpc (2.16) 

Here 
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c · de (II 1 C 
UJAB (1:) =tWA {"t) JeJB (2.17) 

are Lorentz-algebra-valued connection coefficients. To provide 
tensor transfomation law for :OA cpB (2.16) they must transform 
as follows: 

w lAB c (£') = WAac (7:) -rL;t ~C.U;;u B c -t-L/3 ~ w,.,,.;o c -t-

-c.u c 1 ';() _ E rvtn L c (2.18) 
AB t...c A ·oM 8 · 

So, the supervierbeins and connections enable us to deal with 
Lorentz-covariant SF and their derivatives. The quantities EAM, 
f/'1 A , WABc themselves are not Lorentz tensors. However, the (anti) 
commutator of two covariant derivatives (2.16) gives tensors con
structed out of E and 0U *) 

[ !0 A /:0 B J cpc = TA e, ':() flz, cp C + f< AS C r;o CfJ -;v J (2.19) 

~I!> 'Zl is called "torsion tensor" and 

'ZJ et ( II ) ':() R ,+ 13 c := f< A 8 1 'ef c (2.20) 

"curvature tensor". Combining these tensors, matter SF and their 
covariant derivatives according to the simple Lorentz rules, one 
can construct Lagrangians, counterterms, etc. M 

So far we have considered the supervierbeins EA (7:.) and the 
connections WAs c (7:) as independent quantities. In a straight
forward approach to supergravi ty/3-7 I EA M(~) are the basic poten
tials. However, they are too complicated SF, and contain a great 

""' number of superfluous fields (for instance, the SF Ect. ('t) has in 
its decomposition spins 3, 5/2, etc.). To eliminate these extra 
degrees of freedom, one has to fix severely the gauge and to impo
se a set of (happily guessed) algebraic constraints on the compo
nents of the torsion tensor ~ • So the straightforward approach 
begins with the very general framework of differential geometry 
and then gradually reduces it to the essential physical content. 

We are also going to utilize the formalism described above. 
However, in our case it will be built on a more concrete and 
economical ground. This means, first,that all the quantities ( fAM• 

WABC and afterwards '7.4e c, RABC 'Zl) will be expressed in termo of 
the single SF d{M. Thus we shall automatically get rid of the most 
of the superfluoUs components. Second, our group from the very 
beginning is much smaller. Instead of the general coordinate trans
fomations in the physical SS we consider the simpler transforms-

*) [ZJA,:()B 1 ='iJA f)B -(-1)PIAlp(B).f)
8

'.Z)A ( f(O..)-=- 0, ('(«),= (l(.i)= 1) 
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tiona in chiral SS; moreover, an independent local Lorentz group 
is not needed. So, we reduce essentially the initial gauge free
dom in the theory. 

Let us begin to realize this programme. 

3. Scalar superfields and their derivatives. The general 
scalar SF are naturally defined in our scheme as objects transfor
ming under the supergroup (1.4) as follows 

cpirx~ e~ e'J = Cfr:r, e, e). (3.1) 

Now recall that the initial structure of our SS and supergroup 
was chiral. This meant, in particular, that in the left and right 
SS chiral SF could be defined, i.e.,functions of x:' and 8{ or 
X;' and 6) { only. The concept of chiral SF remains meaningful 
in the real (physical) SS too. To see this it is convenient to 
introduce chiral coordinate bases into the physical ss. Let us 
call "symmetric" the basis in which the points of the SS are para
metrized by the coordinates x"", 8.1"', fj.f< • The "left chiral" ba
sis will be the one where independent variables are 

..,., """--u'W\r e-J e.r e-.;« XL =X +LIT'- x, ,() ' ) 0~2) 

and in the "right"one 

X; -= .:X: 'WI- l. J·(""' (X 1 eJj), e .I'J B .f< (3. 3) 

Let us stress that introducing new bases we do not go into left 
or right SS but just change the variables in the physical SS it
self. 

Now one can easily define left (right) chiral SF as a SF 
dependeing only on X~ and e.r (or x;' and (j.f ), and trans
forming according to the law 

I { I I 10 ) - I ( I n I) - ( 8-) l.f'- X.t., ()) = TL (XL,() ' lf 11.. XR 1 C7 =<fA X~, (3.4) 

where (see Eq.(1.4)) 

'"" .,. 'l""' 'XL :: x L +- /1 L rxL, e) 

e'r = e.r +II{ (XL, 9) 

1""'1 "" -- -XR =::XR. +/IR (X/1..
1
8) 

ev:. = l).fo t- X ,;.11 (Xp,, e). 
(3. 5) 

) 

The chiral SF can also be written down in the symmetric ba
sis, using Eqs.(3.2), (3.3): 

lfL rxL, e)= lfL (x+t'"H rx, e,e), e)= <f(::r, e, 9) o.6a> 
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CfR. {XR, £i) = l.fp_{X- t }{(:r, e, §) 1 G):= lP (X, £3, G). ( ,3 . 6b ) 

The l abels L and /( in Eqs . (.3,5), (,3.6) (and in what follows) 
show that the corresponding SF i s written down in a chiral basis 
(but not that the SF itself is chiral) . In the symmetric notation 
(,3.6) the transformation laws of chiral SF coincide with Eq .(J.1). 

'fhe chirality condition for a SF tp(:::r,e,e)can also be written 
down in differential form. In the corresponding chiral basis it 
has the obvious form 

ro; 'fL (:xL, e,(i) = w \.fL (XL, G, rJ) = 0 

ro.J~ 'fJZ (:xfl., s, Q") = ro:r lfR rxfl.., G,e) =- o. 
(.3.7a) 

(.3.7b) 

In the symmetric basis it is somewhat more complicated . We shall 
derive , for 2:nstance, the condition of left chirality. Regarding X) 

e and e as independent variables, let us take the deriva -
-· 1<1 tives of Eq .(,3. 6a) with respec t to 8.1" and X : 

<C)\(' · '{)ifl""' 8 'fL --. = t ---=--=- --
'OeJ< 'O er rex;::< 
'0 lf ( . ) 'vi 0lft --:: 1+t{{.,_, -- (i"Z 

<ox""' 'Ox: 
where 'Y1. n.-u'lll 

( ·-u) 'V\ - " -t- l u n 
1+1 "' ""' = 0

""' '0 x""' 

1. 'Y) '?Jtp ' '0\fL = (1-tlHf-... rox.., 
rvx:' 

( ,3.8) 

( ,3. 9 ) 

(3.10) 

Substituting Eq .(.3. 9 ) i nto Eq .(,3.8), one obtains the form of the 
left-chi rality condition in the symmet r ic basis 

X·lf =[-~;. -n 9;..1{''"(1+,·-;er! 'Y/9.,] lf = o. 
jM " • (3.11) 

Analogously one derives the r iGht -chirality condition as 

!Jr Cf = ['CJr +i~ d-(""(1-L ' /tt~"' ~~] ip =- 0. <.3.12) 

The differential operators Llf' , Ll.f defined in Eqs . (3 .11), 
(3.12) will play an important role in what follows . It is easy to 
check that they can be rewrl tten as 

/J.r= 'Or+L·~:,r1i":~-) fir= -~~~ · X_;u':'(J""' (3.13) 

Several useful identities foE_ Ll./' , Ll_;< are proved in Appendix A. 
The operators ~r and ~~ have also the meaRing of spinor 

derivatives rewritten from the chiral bases i nto the symmetric 
one: 

~j/cpL:: ~cp - /~ ""j('':(1+l 1{)-::,. Yl ~YI cp ::--LJ~ cp j (3.14) 
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!JrRcpR. = ~ cp +~ ~ 1t'":(1-l'Jtr~ -vt aYI cp = ~ c:p. 
In Appendix A formulae are given to transfer derivatives from 
one basis into another. 

Finally, note that the differential chirality conditions 
(Eq.(.3.7)or Eqs. (3.11), (3.12))must remain valid when the coordi
nates are transformed, because the concept of chirality is inva
riant, see Eq.(J.4). This important property will be used in Sect. 
4 to define covariant derivatives and local Lorentz group. 

4. Local Lorentz group and spinor covariant derivatives. 
In this section one of the principal ideas of our construction 
is explained. This is the introduction of a local (in SS) Lorentz 
group induced by the world supergroup. 

As was pointed out in Sect. 1, the transformations (1.4) des
cribe the whole necessary gauge freedom of the field components 
of 1(.""_ In particular, they include local (in X -space ) Lorentz 
transformations. Therefore it would be undesirable to introduce a 
new independent local group (2.7): this would lead to superfluous 
gauge freedom. On the other hand, the main idea of the formalism 
described in Sect. 2 is to use quantities that transform under 
a local (in SS) Lorentz group. Introducing such a group one gains 
significant (technical) advantages, which we are not going to give 
up. However, in contrast with some other papers/3-7/, in our case 
the parameters of Lorentz-group transformations (2.7) will comple
tely be determined by the parameters A of the world supergroup 
(1.4). 

Such a possibility is suggested by the fact that the diffe
rential chirality conditions must be covariant (see the end of 
Sect. 3). Analysing the transformation properties of the corres
ponding operators we shall find out how to define the local Lo-
rentz group. - L 

Consider in the left basis the derivative t ~ {XL, ~ e). 
Under infinitesimal transformations (1.4) (see Eq.(3.1)) 
-IL 1 -IL -

l£3;. cpL (X~ 1 e; 01
) = '0.; cpL (XL1 8Jt):: 

("). 1'1 -v • 
_ V'XL f()L 'Oe f(J L fj(jY- L 
- t{)e'.f' -., cpL + f'JQ'.f y ~ + 01J'.f 0y cpL • (4.1) 

Keeping only the terms of first order in /! one finds (see Eqs. 
(1.4), (3.2), (3.3), (3.5)) 
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<()::x:: ~ C0 f} v . r0 ev _ v - L - v 
--=--:- = 0 r:. -1- = 0 t:\ -u~ - 2)M - tl,..; ;t (4.2) 

'0 e 'r 1 u e .r ) u e .1 · ..1 1/ _ v _ 
(In the left basis the right-_:_hiral auperfunction ;.:j rxr<, e) de
pends on the arguments X'- () e ; recall Eq. ( 1. 2)). So, the quanti-

- L J I 
ty {) . cpL transforms homogeneously 
- 1 ~ -L (- L-y '-cp 
c.; '-cp ~ = ral' cpL - ~?.!' ;l '- ) 'Ov L (4.J) 

Going into the symmetric basis (see Eq.(A.11)), one obtains 

5{l;.CfJ) =-(A.f~¥).2)-Y~. (4.4) 

Here and below the symbol b means "variation of the function" 

o rEI' cp) = J; cp'rx: e; § 1
)- .6_; crrx; e, e). <4.5) 

Similarly, 

b(~fcp) =- (!Jf' ~Y) Lly cp · (4.6) 

The transformation laws (4.4) and (4.6) differ from the Lo
rentz one (2.7) only in that the matrices f1;. 11v and J"_; X v have 
nonvaniahing trace (i.e., they do not belong to th~ Lorentz algeb
ra). This can easily be corre~ted by multiplying 4 j (3.11) and 
[J. (3.12) by some factors F and F , 
:r - - -

V=F!J.J.-C V...<=FLl.;A. <4.7) :r ..;!..; --

To compensate for the traces of Llr !l v and Ll_; /1..; , these fac-
tors have to transform as follows 

0 F = -1 ( !!.~" ~ ) F ~ F =- J.. (X. I .f) F (4.8) 
2 /'") 2 .:!' · I« 

Explicit expressions for F and F in terms of 'Jt will be gi
ven later on (see Eq.(8.4)). 

So, we obtained operators (4.7) with transformation law that 
imitates the local-Lorentz law (2.7). In order to keep the (for
mal) difference between world indices and local-Lorentz ones, we 
shall denote the latter by letters ~ and « (according to the 
convention of Sect. 2). Then 

\lu.. = ~~ f<17r = (F 6~ r) L1J< ) v.( =o,;c.t" ~ = (F ~,...:)~. <4.9> 

Emphasize that the role of such a notation is just to remind of 
the (formal) Lorentz character of the corresponding indices. 

The transformation laws of the new derivatives coincide in 
form with the local Lorentz law (2.7) 

b(Vo( cp) = f .Qa~ {o;g)ll< f ~ Cf (4.10a) 
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') 

'S(v~cp)= t Do..g ({T"-g)«;, \Jf cp <4.10b) 

Q a.€, = i ( .6 (}a.B ~ +if ~o..€ ;\) (4.10c) 

(Here the identities (C.1) are used). However, in Eq.(2.7) the 
parameters Q '!.~ were completely arbitrary, while in Eq.(4.10) 
they are expressed in terms of the parameters ~ .!" and ;)" .f< of the 

()a..€ world group (besides, ~c depend nonlinearly on the gravitatio-
nal SP -;Je WI through the arguments XL X~ of the parameters /\ J"' J .f< 

- I I 
and through the operators Ll_r

1 
Ll; ). So, we do not have a separa-

te, independent local Lorentz group acting on the SP indices. Our 
Lorentz group is "locked" to the world one, i.e.,the transforma
tions of the former are induced by the transformations of the lat
ter. Of course, for the field-components of the SP there is a 
local (in X -apace) Lorentz group independent of the general ( ::>C

-apace) coordinate group. This X -local Lorentz group rotates 
the component indices that are contracted with the indices of e 
and G in the decomposition of the SP, as well as the component 
indices corresponding to the external index of the SP. This can be 
seen inserting the decompoai tion of the parameters ;t.l', J .f (see 
Ref./2/) into Eq.(4.10). Thus, our formulation provid~s all the 
necessary transformations of the component fields without intro
ducing an additional independent gauge Lorentz group. 

This situation reminds two ways of describing apinora in the 
theory of general relativity. In the standard (vierbein) approach, 
at the expense of introducing an independent vierbein Lorentz ~WI 
group and using more complicated gauge fields (the vierbeins e (X) 

C{""''Yl instead of the metric 0 (x) ), the spinora transform as a stan-
dard, linear representation of this group. In the alternative app
roach/9/ the vierbein degrees of freedom are fixed, and the spi
nora transform nonlinearly (with respect to the gravitational 
field). Although both approaches are ultimately equivalent,in our 
case, where the group is sophisticated enough, any possible reduc
tion of the number of the extra parameters is strongly desirable. 

The operators /J.t' and J"_r are direct generalizations of the 
-o 

apinor derivatives ZJ«0 and ZJ01 in flat supersymmetry. It is 
clear in the appropriate bases (right and left), and in the sym-

..., -
metric one it can easily be shown insertingf{ 

0 
= Btr""' (} • Now we 

have all the reasons to call V'o( and v~ covariant derivatives 
of the scalar SP: 
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0.,/P = v ... Cf> ) 75 ~ cp ::: \7;.- cp . (4.11) 

Let us briefly summarize Sect. 4. The analysi~ of thetrans
formation pro~erties_!>: the operators .tl/' and ..1_; (i.e., the 
derivatives 0r and 'd; in the corresponding chiral bases) 
suggested the definition of the local Lorentz group as a group 
induced by the world supergroup. We also defined the simplest 
covariant derivatives (those of the scalar SP). In what follows 
the remaining geometrical objects described in Sect. 2 have to 
be introduced and expressed completely in terms of the gravita
tional SP 1-t"'. 

5. Local-Lore.ntz law for SP with external indices. We adopt 
the definition (2.7) 

~cpA-::: t'.Q"d(l\cci.)A
8

Cfp, (5.1) 

with parameters ~~from Eq.(4.10c). Further, as in Eq.(2.16), 
one can introduce covariant derivatives of these SP's: 

<.Oo( cp& = v"' LPa + w(l( e. c op c (5.2a) 

- - - c . 
0~ Cfs = 'V:t cpB t-W~B cpc, (5.2b) 

where 
c · de ) C - c · - d. e( 

W,xe, ::::{We( (/1Je 8 J WOf.e, =lGU~ 1\Je)f:?, 
c 

(5.2c) 

The connections WO( and W,;. will be expressed in terms of -;H"" 
(Eqs. (8.6)), but for the time being we need only their 
transformation laws which can be extracted from Eq.(2.18). 

In Eq. {2.16) there is the vector covariant derivative 
also. We shall define it (as in the flat case) as the anticommu
tator of the spinor ones 

'2)~ ::: ~ ( ifq_ ) ~ ri f :OD( ' i5 ~ } . 
Note that Eq.{5.J)fixes automatically the vector connection 
present in Eq.(2.16): 

Wo,.gc::: i (cTa)i>tol ('i7otW.< ~c-t-17.,< Wet tc)-

rf,("' ..:d. Je-e,c ("' )~..:-de ~cJ -8 L'o;._ O"o(e) Woe Wj_ + ~ ~.{e w..< w« . 
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(5.J) 

{5.4) 

I 

6. Expressions for the supervierbeins £ . ./'" in terms of f.l"-' 
and the quanti ties F, F; U{, W"' • 

To find the supervierbeins £./"' and E,t one has to represent 
the spinor covariant derivatives of the scalar SP {4.11)in the 
form {2.15). Using Eqs.(4.7), {J.1J), one obtains 

'))ot:cp = F Oc~.r('dr t-i Ar li.""':I'J ...... )cp = E_/"'roM cp 
r;oOlcp = F ~/ (-~; -L .X; 11"":0...,}~ = E: 'l:)M cp . 
This gives . 

E .r- F ~ r . E .r - o . E 'WI= ( ~ -II...... < > o<- O,t _,«-Jot «tit 6.1a 

!' . .f -,_;. _ ,.. . - "" 
E"' =0~ E.;: =-Fo.<) E.:t =-zll~JI. {6.1b) 

Further, the vector derivative (5.J) gets the form 

0.t ""t { G=CA./«[ V., V~ cp + Wo<d.p 17ftp + ~ Vo, cp +- W«"' f3 ~ tfl) = 
_ir"')~« -~ - 2 ,· r ~ )~- -("' iiot }l,_,..;A' c£J 
-pOQ FF tJ"JJrii 1cp+¥L(a;'V · F-F OQ:) W(l{.dt J";/"T+ 

+f[-r~vlF+F(craJ:.d.wifa:P)~.r4-cp =Eo.,... 2,.. cp 
where 

i o..e/"' - ·-a{ 
Wot:t_ft =iWD( t 6""- g ).<f ) UJO<. ... p =zW «. ( OQ.t,) ~ 

Taking into account Eqs.(J.1J), (A.5), one obtains 

Ea.r= f[-(oq_v)PF +F(~)«« wUt«.f}~~ 
. · - - . . ./' 

Ej' = V [-(tTa V)f F +F (~ tD( w-<J( fl} ~-

[,.~ = ~ F F ( MJQ 4-3 &;,_fJ. )/("'+ l Ea:'' !JJ' It ""-t i Ea.f .J.f 71": 

{6.2) 

(6.1c) 

{6.1d) 

(6.1e) 

The way of derivation of these supervierbeins guarantees that 
they transform in accordance with Eq.{2.4), i.e.,infinitesimally · 

i5 EA f' = !../> E8 J' + E// 'JAI 'A .f' 

?>Ei' = LAB Ef + E.t 'Otv J .f {6.J) 

<::: ""' e,E..... Nfl 1("" - .... ) 
u E A = LA 13 + EA ON 2 /l + /l ' a. g 
where LA 13 is defined in Eq.{2.7), and Q in Eq.{4.10c). 

The supervierbeina obtained are not completely expressed in 
terms of j(..._ because in Eq. (6.1) the unknown yet quantities ~ F 

W.._ a. t > W ~ G(./, are present. To find them we shall introduce new J 

and very usefUl objects - the left and right supervierbeins. Their 
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existence emphasizes once more the chiral structure of our super
group. 

7. Left and right supervierbeina. Consider the covariant 
derivatives of the left chiral scalar SF 

r:QA 'f = EA"" 2JM lp. (7 .1) 

Let us rewrite them in the left basis where the chirality condi
tion has the form 
- L 
'd_; CfL = 0. (3. 7a) 

To this end one has to replace the derivatives ~M in Eq.(7.1) 
by the derivatives in the left basis. Using Eqs. (A.10), (A.1J), 
(A.16), and taking into account Eq.(J.7a), one finds 

L ""' . ) '1'1 n L .J' (() L • n -1 /'fl n 1.. ) 
2)A Cf'L = EA (1·rt /{ .., O'YI ~ +fA ~ 'fL +t ~ dl- On 'f~.. + 

,;. . - ')1 (\ L ) ( WI • t::' IV!') "11 "") 9 L lO E..)< 9 L -+EA (z 'd; J! o., <f~.. -= EA -r1 cA (lN r1t .,. r~.. + A /"' ~ = 
M L = {!A f{JM <fL (7.2) 

(the derivatives of 1(..,.., are always taken with respect to its na-
"' v- · M tural argumentsX ) 9 I ev ). The coefficients -fA in the last 

line of Eq.(7.2) will be called left supervierbeins •• In fact the 
index M_ L takes the values 'WI and ./' only ( f/• vanish 
because 'Of <fL.= 0 ). The explicit form of .f,/1 is derived from 
Eq. (7.2)with the help of Eq. (6.1): 

fc~...r = E./'= F d« ./" 
e.,""-= E"""' + t. E"'N CJ,v x"M == 2 iva: If ..... 

(7 .Ja) 

(7.Jb) 

.f./= 0 . } ( ) ,... "' v - ""' , ·- ...,.. . - v-. 7. Jc .e: =Ell. -r1. (E"' ra., +E~ ?-v)(}e =-zll~ u +I 17"' Jl = o 

.e/= E;-= ~[-r~v)I'F+F(cfa)~«iJ,."'f3]~/ (7.Jd) 

€.""" - ..... ·r- ";\ vn y- ..... 
ct - Eo.. -r l Ea. ~'Y\ + Eo.. Ov + Ea. 9y. ) 'J( = 

-=U F F { Lloq_ .1- 'E B;._ 11) d-(" +tEa.J< f'll'dt"fl+t -Ea.; 3; Jl")(1+t.1t )YI + 
, v -(p .... ( . -w)"' - EvA' --u'VI( --u) ""' +tEa.11vrJl.· 1-lfl.., -to.. .LJvrrc.. 1+t(Jl. Yl-:::-
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1 - ;)' ..,., .!' -tf""' 
-=-jFF-ra -r-2'Ea. L1./" rTL. (7.Je) 
Here the notation 

A 'M - "-' '1JI 'WI 

.fu = 11 ~ L1 trL (7.Jf) 

and the identities ().13) and (A.6) are used. From Eq. (7.Jc) it 
is clear that the index A of fAM takes the values (t 

1 
ol.. only, 

so :: (foZ ~a se:u;r)e matrix 

II €A II= 
e"- f/ . 

(7.4) 

Similarly, considering the covariant derivatives of the right 
chiral scalar SF in the right basis one can obtain a set of right 

supervierb(e~;. 

Wet' l \ = "' 
7:., 

(_!.) 
z.J-< ... 

.f f - . --r · - E - - F <i: • .!' o( ... D< - ()o( 

7"'-Yv\ = 2 E;,......_ = -11 t7;. -;;.('' 
-rc/ = E/ = f [-r~ r;;)} F 1-F r£)01."' w"-<4 i') S) .f 

"""1 _ _..,""" E.f--tJ'W! 
'let -= I F F 'lct +- 2t a. L1.1' n 

7o..w. = b 00.. 21 1{W\ . 

(7. 5) 

(7.6f.) 

(7. 6b) 

(7.6c) 

(7.6d) 

(7.6e) 
!)M M 

The transformation laws for -t::A and ZA follow from the 
equations 

~.. efVI L 
Z)A <fL = A CJM <fL 

fl..- MnR~ 

r:()A <('fl. = LA 0 M !fP.. 
One finds 

ofv'l L B;f\11 !JN L fv7 
b{A = A te, + tA 9N 1/L 

c7M=L BzM+[rv'{)A~M 
0 A A 8 A N lip._ 

(7.7) 

(7.8a) 

(7.8b) 
/Jtv, M 

A few words about the interpretation of -cA and LA • In the 
initial chiral ss i (X: I e {') ~ and Ux; I e { f1 the chiral 
SF's are the most general ones. So, the formulae (7.7) could be 

.e M M regarded there as definitions of supervierbeins, i.e.1 A and ZA 

could be thought of as the aupervierbeins of the left and right 
ofVI M SS separately. However, t:A and 7A do not transform with the 
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help of the left {?. "") and, correspondingly, the right { jM)para
metera only. The Lorentz transformations mix them up (the parame-

C\Cl..~ -
tera jc (4.10c) depend both on ~ and ~ ), Nevertheless, the 
role of the "left and right aupervierbeina" proves to be very 
constructive. 

8. Explicit form of the factors F, F and connections u-; W • 
The explicit expressions in terms of 1{ vvt for these quanti ties will 
be found with the help of the left and right supervierbeins. 

. 1 M M 
Consider the Bereziru.ans (auperdeterminanta) of "'A and TA : 

B~(fAM) = CZJ.cl{~a""'-f.,/" .r;~.e"'""'). (.(}er
1(f./) =-

-=rlfF2F'+Dd(fo.."") (8.1) 

Sm. (t:f) "'"z-" p1-p'+ f().d:{.Z.a""). 

They are scalars with respect to the supergroup (1.4), (1.5). 
deed ( f.fVIA are defined by the relation .f1/

1 _fA#=~ II ) 
8(~ (€:')) = Berr. (f). ~(VI, 6ft. (-1) PIMl = 

= Bvi en c -e/ L/ et + efVIA -f/" ~: 11: J c-1)p(M) = 
= B€!1. {e).[~~ ~t:. (-J)p(M)] . 

In-

(8.2) 

The last term vanishes owing to the Einstein condition (1.5). Let 
us stress that this is the only place in the present paper where 
we do use the Einstein condition. A natural question ariaes:could 
this condition be weakened in some way? One such possibility, con
nected with the f!i -invariance of the action for supergravi ty, is 
discussed in Sect. 11. 

Thus, without loss of generality, we can set the scalars 
(8.1) equal to some constant: 

B.m_{fAM)=&n-(7:)=2-'f _ (8.)) 

and obtain explicit expressions for F and F in terms of 1f"" : 
1 , .L( .., .... , - i(.., "") -1. (-"'"") f = 0ef-3 ("lo.."") . aeJ.' fa J ' F =ad' 'Z'a . '2J.ei. 3 -f.a • (8.4) 

Finally' we have to find the explicit form of w"' q (, and w<Q(• 
The only requirement they must fulfil is to transform according 
to Eq.(2.18). We shall show now that the following quantities do 
transform correctly 

W,~.a..g::: ~ (V'oc:YGtM.'l,.d -l]o( 7 t. 7,.,.(!{) (B.5a) 
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(UO<a..8 ::: ~(~to. M. (Me - \7,;- et. eMct). (8.5b) 
M B "'B Indeed (see Eqs. (7.8), (4.10) and the definition TA ?:,.,. =oA ), 

\ 1 Q c.d t' ( ) M ow or. a. a = li 2 crc_d. v "' z-<l • 1M e + 

1 (2" eM N,R1M) 7 + +iftJ,.,--::,La..cZ +'To..Of'IIIR . ~fo'l( 

+fv,..-z/"'.(-2Q~cr~-CO~?:~. 'lNe)- (tt~g) = 
i.ncd{ f Q c c n =2~.::: Clcd.)" GU~o..g-2 a.cwot g+2W.x.a. ~t!ce-V.,Qa.~+ 

1(-1'\p(Y)f (\11, nR-f'.l] N[ nR-M] 7 
+ If ) 1 ZC( L 'i70( Ow A ,_ L,., e - ?:e V',. Ow A R z: (VI Q. J -

The terms in the braces vanish because the operator 'ilot in the 
left basis is proportional too R (see Eq.(3.14)), and JR does 
not depend on ()I' • /"' 

So, the quantities (8.5) can serve as connections. However, 
they are not yet expressed in terms of 1{..., only, because f«""' and 
P,... e themselves depend on WOf. (see, e.g.' Eq. (7.3d~ Therefore 
formulae (8. 5) are equations rather than defini tiona for GU..: and 
Ou~ . Their solutions are 

1 ( """"" A " ..... /\ ) ! ' ( ) 0 F -w ... a..e ::= ~ VII( 'Z~ . -z ...... t - \7.,. ?.e . T,.,.a - 2 oae V' II( VVt F (B. 6a) 

- _ 1 c- """"' " - "'""" "' \ ~ ""' ·-) o ;: (8. 6b) Wo.a.e - 2 V.< fa. {......,g- V« et. e"'Nto.) -1 (a-a~,'v d< 1frt F 
where ~"" .q a-'<;" e ~..., e"' g- Oro g. The derivation of Eq. (8.6) as 

La_ L-~ - Vtt ' -t'o... "" - I.A 

well as formulae for the connections applied to spinors are given 
in Appendix B. 

So, all the basic objects of differential geometry are defined 
in a reasonable way, and moreover, they are expressed in terms of 
the gravitational SF 1{~. The formalism developed can now be app
lied for constructing and investigating the invariants of the super
group. This will be the subject of a separate paper. Here we will 
give the invariant action only. 

9. Invariant action for Einstein supergravity. Firat of all 9 

a scalar density has to be defined because the volume element 
d~xd 49 in the physical SS is not invariant. This is just the super
determinant 

A ( M)-1. E = B.erc. E(V! =- &mEA (9.1) 
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(the analogue of v=]l in ordinary gravity). Indeed (see Eq.(6.3)), 

6 E =- E.E,./EEA,...,{-1Jf(M)= _ 

= E. [-; '0,., ( 11."" + ~ "") + ro.r 11 .r + ~.f ;r .r J 
Then the action 

$ = J.i J d~x d~ 9. E .:Z C9.2) 

will be invariant with any matter Lagrangian -:fJ:x, e, e) ( ;;;: being a 
scalar with respect to the supergroup (1.4)): 

S'= ~~scl~x'J.~e' E 1(X~ e: e') t'rx: e; e') = - . 

= ~,_ 5 [J ~:x cl '~ e ( 1 + k 'a~ (:1"''+ f"')-} llr-~ ,1/')] x 

x [E (xA B) (1-1 ~~ (~"'+ ~....,) +~ J..r +9; ;f-"JJ f (~ eJi) = S. 
In the case of pure supergravity the action is just the "inva

riant volume" 
1 ~ -SsG. = ~2 Jcl~x J e E {X, e, e). (9.3) 

This remarkable fact was pointed out by Wess and Zumino/5/. However, 
in their approach E~ are the basic potentials, and f: does not 
contain their derivatives. So, the variation of the action (9.3) 
is not straightforward: certain (previously guessed) "kinematic" 
constraints on the torsion components must be taken into account. 

In our approach £: is expressed in terms of the derivatives 
of the gravitational SF 1 1 

E = 2 4 (M//n1Tc..A 1t"//fG" {!Oetf{X~L1 ltwt// r 6 x 
X ( 'Z)-ei 1/6..,.,'"" +<;1..,. 1(''-'J¥. it'Yl/1) J (9.4) 

(see the derivation in Appendix B). Therefore in our case the vari
ation of Eq.(9.3) with respect to G{(~leads directly to the equa
tions of motion (more details will be given in a forthcoming paper). 

The matter Lagrangian in Eq.(9.2) is obtained from the corres
ponding flat Lagrangian ;( 0 by replacing the spinor derivatives by 
the covariant ones (defined in the present paper). SUch an action 
(9.2) gives in the linearized limit the equations we postulated in 
19761101. Thus the idea of supergravity as a theory of an axial SF 
generated by the supercurrent/10/ is confirmed once again. 
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10. Summary of the main results. For convenience of the 
reader we list here the explicit expressions in terms of ){~for 
the basic quantities. 

fJ j"1 -u w. = 'Jr 1t , (1- , HT: YlA l H = ;ret,, Ji"/1 
l ,.; 1-t"" = -i H"(1+(-flr1""" . 

./ /" 111 Yl 1 

v.c =-F 6a~.~4- ) v,x = F J~.f Ll~, <4.9) 

1 -'\ 1 A. - f -'\ ) 1 .., "") 
F = 'ZJ.eF j (7a.""') 2Jd '{fc."'J, F = Q)d; '("z:C(.""' . 7J~r "i (fa , (8. 4) 

where 

"'""" - iJ"'\\ y()... = ..6 ~A (fl. ) 

ffW\ _,_ """' 
i.ct = /}, ()Ci. L1 1!. . 

Connections: 
1( "'lllot-" 1 ""--" '\ L. ( (I-wo<: ~ g= I ~l"' .7,.,.& -17,.,7&. Z-......"' 1- 2 C!c..g'il)oc:flvtFF 

" 1\ - 1\ /1 • (8. 6) 
- - 1 c- e"" 0 0"' p '\ l "-' - n -0J.;.,o..g- i V'.t Cl.. t-w.g - \7 .(- 1,, 1........_o.J- I (iTcx~\J)c)( 1ft1FF, 
where ,.._ """' 1\ g _ ~ { " -w. J g _ g 

7" 7.,. _ Uct e .... - o. 
SUpervierbeins : l A. "" t:t • 

E r ' .!' ,..; ....., . (7 '()""' 
o1. =- F oot. 7 EoJ. v =- 0) Eoe = 1 v<>< n 

E f'\ 0 ;. -,;. w. -
~ ::: ) E,x : - F O.:t_ J EO< = -t'V.i J{V!.t 

EC{.JA~ i[-raa_v)~F +F {~)~" Gu:xo~.f} ~.1' <6• 1 > 

E .f t' [ "\. jJ - - ( "- • .] ' f 
a_ =- Tf -((JQ V) F + F o;y ;( wot.Jt .13 o;3 

r- "" 1 -c"....., o""')+ ' E ~" "' . .f- )'-\ cet :: If FF 'TCJ.. - ta L Ci. 11r 1t + t Ea.. ~ 1t • 
where l . ( ""ctg) - 1 - ( a.~) 

Wocf.>f. ~ ;r C...U""-g rT 'ff > WDt.jJf = :[ W<t.ett () 'f3jt 

E = am( EMA) = 2 'ffkl- t rr: )c;xri r f:). 7Jet t r1 +1tL). ' 9• 4 > 

11. Concluding remarks. So, the aim of the paper has been 
achieved. The formalism of differential geometry in the physical 
4+4-dimensional SS is developed on the basis of the complex su
pergroup of general transformations of the coordinates of the 
left and right chiral SS. In this formalism the only independent 
dynamical variable is the axial gravitational SP ;j..("'(x, ~&) . All 
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the geometrical structures, the supervierbeins £AM and the con
nections WA& c are expressed :!.n terms of If("'' • A simple calcu
lation shows that this approach is much more economical than the 
straightforward one. The latter uses E AM as potentials and is 
based on the general-coordinate-transformation supergroup in the 
real ss 1cx·"'\ e.r) er)j (see, e.g., Refs.IJ-7/). 

In our approach: In the straig8tforward approach: 

Variables: 

it. Vllt(x, el e) 
4x16=1!!} 
components 

or 
field 

M -EA (XJt, e) or 
(8 X 8) X 16 • f1024l field 
components 

Parameters of the supergroup: 

Chiral superfunctions 
ll'''(?L)) ;;lf'(cJ, ;1 -rn(cpJ

7 
~frc-" ) 

or (4+2+4+2)x4=48 
functions. 
8 supervolume-preserva
tion conditions leave 
48-8• [f§J parameter
functions. 

"" f' General superfunctions /l (?), /l ( t;) , 

~f(l) or (4+2+2)x16•128 functions. 

{)a.e 
Parameters;, C {"t) of the local Lo-
rentz group or 6x16• 96 functions. 
Total number of parameter-functions: 
128+96·\224) • 

In fact; to describe supergravity only 38 variables are 
needed (16 components of the graviton field ~~x), 16 of gra
vitinolf::'r:tJand 6 auxiliary fields P(:I.),$(::t) , IJ''h·J; 14 of tham 
are gauge degrees of freedom (4 are connected with the general 
coordinate transformations, 6 with the local Lorentz ones, and 
4 with the local-supersymmetry ones). In our case 40-14•26 gauge 
functions are used to exclude 64-38•26 superfluous field compo
nents when the gauge is partially fixed (see Eq. (22)in Ref./21). 

In the straightforward approach the gauge transformations 
cannot remove all the extra degrees of freedom (224<< 1024). There
fore algebraic constraints have to be imposed on the components 
of torsion tensor. This constraints are guessed by intuition,by 
analogy with the flat case, etc. 

In the framework of our approach the torsion and curvature 
tensors are evaluated directly in terms of "d{"' (details will be 
given in a following paper). It turns out that the constraints 
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of Wess and Zumino/4/are fulfilled automatically. The concrete 
form of tuese constraints depends on the definition of the vector 
covariant derivative and connection~~''· From our natural choice 
(5.3) (and, correspondingly, (5.4)) it follows that the component 
R~~ ~c of the curvature tensor vanishes (see Eq.(2.19)). At this 
point our results slightly differ from the ones of Ref./5/. Howe
ver, it is a purely formal difference and can be removed by adding 
appropriate components of the torsion tensor to 6U~ 6 c (5.4). 

The last remark concerns the global chiral invariance of 
the Einstein-supergravity action/11 1. In our formulation this 
fact is easily proved. In Re~./2/ we considered a supergroup that, 
compared with the supergroup (1.4), (1.5), contained just extra r) -transformations. It was given by a condition weaker than Eq. 
(1.5): the condition of preservation of the product of left and 
right supervolumes 

('d~ ALM +'OJ~~) {-1l(M) = 0. (11.1) 

Now recall that in the present paper we used the ~ondition (1.5) 
at one point only: in the derivation of F and F (see Eq.(8.2)). 
If Eq.(1.5)is replaced by the weaker one (11.1), then only the pro-

17M M 
duct Ber(-tA ).Ber(C:A ) will be a scalar. Correspondingly, the 
arguments of the beginning of Sect. 8 will allow one to find FF 
but not F and F. However, in the derivation of the explicit expres
sion (9.4) for E=Ber(E:) just this product FF took part (see 
Eq.(B.8)). So, the Einstein supergravity action (9.3)with E from 
Eq.(9.4)proves to be invariant under the larger supergroup (1.4), 
(11.1), i.e.,under the globalfs- -transformation. This property 
is very important in the investigation of the higher counterterms 
/12,13/ 

The authors are indebted to E.A.Ivanov, L.Mezincescu, 
D.V.Volkov,B.M.Zupnik for useful discussions. 

Appendix A 
Here we prove some useful identities for the differential 

operators ~ 

t::.r =ror +t. }d-(~(1-t· "Hr:.. VI~"'= t H- LJ~ 1<."" t;J_ (A.1> 

E; ::;: -~; + i ~; J-("'(1+t ur~ V\ tj~ =- '0; -L· Llf H lj"" (A.2) 
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A. {Dr
1
llvj=0, {E;,Ev~=-0. 

Proof: "'';j 1 {llrl~v~ =- {'tr-riL1r1(""~-w. ,rov-r L.Liyd-l 'Y1 J-

= 1 { Ar, Llv }'"J("'' ?.,., 
Then 

1llr,L1v ~ (}("". (1-t H)..,. 'Vl = 0 
and 

~ 6.r , D.v) 1("" ::: 0. 
Putting this into Eq.(A.4) we obtain ·Eq.(A.3). 

B. {6_r , ~;.1 = -~-'Cf1r,X; J J(""'o.., 

Proof: 

{l\r, E; 1 = { r;?r +t L1r 1t"'?,.,, -f'J;- i E; 1(' 'dYI ~ :::: 

-:-: -; [ llr , E;] d-i'M ~""' 
c. [br

1
E';,J ·&t"". (1+ i1-t)v.-Y\ =-2t1fL1rtl"' 

n. [ b.r , E1 ] 1-t"Y\ot. ( 1 -( U)""' "1 =- 2 f...r 11f J<'Yl. 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.S) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

Proof: with the help of Eq. (A.5) one finds 

[6r,LS;J <kv.t. { 1 +n1. )"''VI = [flr, X;J J(''+ ~- [6.r 1 ll_;.]di 'WIJJ,... 1!~ 
= [.D , E;]J(''- fLlr,:X; .1U'VI =- 2 ~ Ll/ 11 ". 

·fNow we list formulae for transferring derivatives of SF from 
chiral bases into the symmetric one and vice versa. Note that the 
derivatives of ){~ are always taken with respect to its natural 
arguments X""' , 8v, fJP. 

L f) . '} ""( )-1 Yl 'l {)./" cp L = c;.. cp - I ~ Jf 1 + l t( , 0'11 cp 
ra/qJR =rorcp+t?_,..-;t""'(1-1Hr:.. "'~'Vlcp ;tJr'P 
ro_r cp = 9)-cpL -t-1 ~ "k"'~_: en = 2} cpP.- ~~ U""a: cpP. 
ro/cpL = ?J~'cp- ~ ~; 1(""(1+£. ur~ 'VI 9\1 cp ~ -.1r cp 

~; cpR =~;'P -ri ~f U""(1-11tr~ "'9Vl cp _ 
-;::;- cp ()i-rn · () "Y~ot L () P- · 1\ --11"""n R 

Oj< = -~ -n T I Uf ({ 'i)_,. cpL = ~ cpl{ - l ~1ft 0-..... cp~ 
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(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A. 11 ) 

(A.12) 

(A.1J) 

ro.:; Cf>L = (1 +t d-<I ~"' 9"" cp 
ro: C1JR = ( 1-,· ;;-o- ~"' 3""' c:p 
'd"M cp = ( 1-+ 1. 'H), .... Yl f!Jvtt. cpL :::: (1- 1. 1i )'WI"" rd., A cpli. 

Appendix B 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

Here we derive the formulae (8.6) for the connections and 
(9.4) for the Berezinian of the supervie~eins. 

In the initial formula (8. 5b) for UJ ~ C(. g , besides the 
left supervierbeins fq M, their inverses .fM<t are also present 

(fe{M e,.... € = l)ct € ). One can easily check that (see Eq. (7.3)) 

C(_ 2. ... ct q_ 2 /)-1 o( iJ ...., e" ct e =-- e -e"' =---==- -c:r. r (B.1) "" FF """ J / FF <>( ""' 

A"-" b ~ \' 0 -1 c( 1 > (I( 

where fo.. r ..... ::::04 ' e /" = F ~ • Let us insert Eq. (B.1) into 
Eq. (8. 5b) taking into account Eq. (7. 3): "' 
;-- - 1 - ( 1 - d""-' ' y ""') (- 2- l p + 
CtV ~a e - lj. Vc:.- - 2 F F i:a + 2 I Ea. Ll v 1t . F p / L'\A< t, 

+ ~ (if~ E cf) ( ; ~ 11 r 1("' L g ) - (a. ~ 6? ) = 
-:: ~ ~ t ...... t. e + 2 1~ (rr g)/' d f ~ - (a ~ g) = 

L. ("' .-..... ) -fed -= - 16 oq_ ~cl a-e - a-e Chci oa. ~} w + 
i(- """"" ·- """'" ) L' (""' -) 0 F (B.2) + lf Vo< fC( . ~ ...._ 0 - V.., ~ 1 . {.,.a - f rro. 8 V ~ VY! • 

From Eq. (B.2) the following expression for W;c o..R 
derived 

can be 

- ,o L, ("'- A- .4 cd wOI.cte =<~a..~ -8 o;,_oe,J..a-g-()tOcclcr,__).;.;; l.pr 

where _ A ~ " __ -'1 ""'- -'1 
1
' "'- -

lf 0< q_ g = ~ ( V'.:< fa • ~ .... t - V~ ft . f~C(J- 1j { aa.e 'V) .:c ~F. 
Finally, using the identity (see Eqs. (A.J), (A.6), (A.7)) 

- """'- j<- - ........ """ 1-- -· "- """ 
\7 :< -fo.. :::: F r-"' L1/' L1 CJo.. ~ d-f, = -2 F .1_; .Ll.t" ( o-<t Ll )oi df 
and the identity (see Eq. (8.4)) 

- """< " "'- - b rA _ ~ ( · '3 ""'-) - 0 ( - Z) \101. fo. ' f..... = 'V <i 0t .ueA.- Cq = - .2 'V .( '\1'1. F F 
one obtains Eq. (8.6b). 

(B. 3) 

(B.4) 

(B.S) 

The expressions for the c~nnections applied to apinors are 
frequently used. They are: 
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,, , , . - /W ll{~t:te) · · -i(r7;"'<4 n){:;:CL/;) 1../Vo(;;r ·= 2 ... ,us 'J ~/' - 2 v .... '-a . t...,.,.,~~ v ;3;1 CB.6a) 
. A <1 

- I - ( o..€) _ I (- 0 vv. e ) { ct€) VJ~f'lr = 2 w.!<.cd a- 'Pt- 2 17~ (" . .... t a- l'r cB.6b) 

Here the identity (C.1) is taken into account. Further, 

Wd.f-'f ;:: f Wo)(.ct~ ( ()"'g )N, = ( f ... ft fJ'o +-Z.a~-f' ~~ ) V 0 ~ F _ (B. 7a) 

UJ/,(f;j::: fiJdta.g (&'a.t)}ji'~-(~'0 z;irf~j ~i) V"-tn F. (B.7b) 

In the derivation of Eq. (B.7) the identities (B.4), (B.5) and 
their conjugates, and the Fierz rules are employed. 

Now let us obtain Eq. (9.4). Using Eq. (6.1) one finds 

E-1 D~- [ /VI 1.\_-1. (c"' .)< -1. li. m -.1 • · ) = DJO (.. A = .uv..- ~='a. - Ea. E .r E"' - E ~ E 0( 1" E .,(""' x 
X r:o.J:-.1(£:""r). ~t-.l(E~f) =-

-:: ~et [ ~ F F ( Mrc~ K- E ~h) if(''' -t- i f a.r ll.r 1t 'Yv'-rt Ea/' iS; If"'-

E 
.f'F-1s:-li-IJ 'i/'""_c . F'-1 ,_ft · ~O<NVvt'] (Ffr'2.-

- Q C}< I V.x IJ1 L~ 0-< -

= { F f ) 'l. .2lef [ ~ ( ~ ~ ti -;:;. ~ 11) (te ~J . 
This expression can be rewritten with the help of Eqs. (A.6), 
(A.7), (7.3f), (7.6g):,., 

E-1: (FF)'l. 0-ci [- f fu'\-t(1+t'l·0-~ v.,J = 
=?. -tt ( F F /.Del ( t_...,) . ~-Y 1+ n-1.) :: c B. 8 > 

=2''1 (FFl !Qe,t(7;) .Gd- 1 
{1-t ft) =-

" 1 -1 - J. ( )_) 
-=2-lf(FF)2 c;Qdt(fa"'").C:O~t 2 {7:a"").7'Jd 2 

1-t-11 · 

Finally, inserting the explicit form of F and F (8.4) into Eq. 
(B.8) we obtain Eq. (9.4). 

Appendix C 

In the paper the two-component Van-der-Waerden notation is 
~~. . -· . . -
~~ =('+"o(}r, 'f·rt.= E"-Plfl;;) If«= tliP 'f} j 

.. ;.~ · 12 . H c. .. - 1 
ftl..ft::::-f.~C( fo(.t=-t~" 1 £ =-£1;?:-c ::::-C12- I 

I 

c''-f3c - ._tL • lJJtO = u.;.X \f -:;j Cf = \jl. lf .:.t • 
c. '/~JI - 0 r 1 T T - T «_) T <" J 
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( ) ( 
_,.) ( "" ) ~ -x ...... ;,_ ol • • 

cJQ r;(.dt. = 1 
1 

cr «-< 
7 

CJo.. = ( 11 1 - a-) = ~ -<f5 E "'-/' (~~;;; 

( ) 
l r ,..,_. "-' ) "'-- :x.;, t ' { ~ "'" r·" or..~ o<ft = 2 loa. ()g- ()~ a; tlf3 , { CJ c::t.t) = :z: aq_ 66 - ()~ oq • 

Some important identities: 

(17'C\.)"',.ccro..)f~=2'j./F:/; r~t).xp =f60.~)f3tX.) 

o~o-& = 'Zctg -I a-'"'-~ l ?{ o..f!, = cl..tA.6 ( +- --) ) 

( (}CL g )« (3 {o-ct g) f' T = 'f ( 2 ~./: ~ (-> - ~;,/ ~ T ) 7 
{a-;,_;,)"f{&:"-g)i:J.f=O J (C.1) 
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